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European Electricity Markets 2016
Trading via Exchanges & Market Coupling is a Reality

CACM = New form of effective C/B trading across EU

CACM = New dimension of regional cooperation

In whole Europe? Not really...
Initiatives for electricity trading in SEE

SEE Initiative: Linking the initiatives
EU-Side
“CACM”-Market Couling Development in the “11. Region”
EnC-Side
WB6-Process – MoU on electricity trading
Why no legal EU-EnC solution from the beginning?

Current Legal Problems of an EU-EnC Region

• Who decides on issues between EU and Enc broders?
• Who takes action / acts as arbiter in case of diverging opinions?

=> Mandate for decision-body needed (revision of EU & EnC law)
Initiatives for electricity trading in SEE

SEE Initiative: Linking the initiatives
11. SEE region includes already Energy Community

11. Capacity Calculation Region 11: South-east Europe (SEE)

=> Legal obligation to link both regions
SEE Initiative: Linking the initiatives

Recipe:

Early Implementation
Purpose: Smooth alignment
Purpose: Smooth alignment
Purpose: Smooth alignment
Concept: Iteration of technical & political meetings (CESEC Model)

- **Definition of limited key targets**
  - Meetings at technical level
    - EnC ↔ EnC
    - EnC and EU neighbours
  - Goal: Identification of key problems

- **Political discussion - selected issues**
  - Meetings at political level
    - Bilateral: EnC / COM ↔ CP/MS
    - Multilateral: EU/EnC / CP/MS
  - Goal: Solutions for key problems

![Diagram showing the iteration of technical and political discussions](image-url)

**Technical discussions** → **Political Discussion** → **Solution**

- Result?
  - (−)
  - (+)

- Solution
SEE Electricity Trading Initiative: **Implementation**

- Agreement on integrated Roadmap (EnC & EU) to start CACM early implementation process
- Meetings at technical level
- Meetings at political level
- Prepare legal CACM implementation